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Language under the microscope

Learner Resource 5 Grammar

Sample response A
The extract contains several concrete nouns, e.g. “pigs” and “wolf”. It is mainly set in the past tense, because it is 
telling a story, except for the parts where there is dialogue. The sentences are all declarative because they are giving 
information, except there is one imperative: “… take care that the wolf does not catch you”. This is an order. The noun 
“pigs” is pre-modified to give the reader extra information.

Sample response B
The sentence construction is quite simple, especially for the dialogue sections. This is because the book is aimed at a 
young audience. It contains a range of concrete nouns: “pig”, “houses”, “wolf”, again because it is aimed at children. The 
sentences are declarative except for one imperative where the mother pig gives an order. She also uses the modal 
auxiliary “must” to show she is definite about what she is saying. Although the narrative section is written in the past 
tense, the dialogue is in the present. This makes it more lively and exciting for the reader, as if the conversation is really 
happening at that moment.

Sample response C
Young children cannot cope with complicated sentence structures or abstract ideas, and the relatively simple 
sentences (e.g. “You are too big to live here any longer”) and the mainly concrete nouns “pigs”, “houses”, “wolf” reflect 
this. The only abstract noun, “time”, forms part of the opening sequence, and should be familiar to the child-reader 
from other stories within the same genre. When speaking to her children, the mother pig uses one declarative, one 
imperative, and one mitigated imperative (“You must go and build houses for yourselves”) to form a grammatical 
bridge between the two. In this sentence, the modal auxiliary “must” highlights the mother’s authority; she is the one 
giving the orders – literally.

Although the narrative is written in the past tense (“there was”), the dialogue is present tense (“You are”), presumably 
in order to combine the sense of a traditional tale being retold (past  tense) with the vividness necessary to sustain the 
attention of a young audience (present tense). 

The repetition of the pre-modified key phrase “three little pigs” introduces, or reintroduces, the child-reader painlessly 
to the concepts of size and number, which is very appropriate for this context and audience. The fact that the pigs 
are not given names and are referred to in terms of numbers acts as a protective device to prevent the reader from 
becoming too attached to them – two of them do get eaten. The wolf, similarly identified by means of a common/
concrete noun rather than a proper noun, also comes to an unpleasant end. The fact that the mother refers to him 
using the definite article “the” rather than the indefinite article “a” suggests a sense of shared context; she and her 
family know of the specific (local?) wolf to which she refers.


